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Executive Summary 
 

 

Cakes wouldn't go out of style, and there are many other aesthetic cakes that have won a lot of 

popularity recently, and they are Bento cake. Bento cake or known as Korean minimalist cakes, 

such as aesthetic cakes often have pastel colors and subdued tones, as well as typography and/or 

basic decorations like florals and beads. 

 

They're perfect for small gatherings, gifts for friends, or just to cheer up for themself. There 

are so many ideas for these smaller cakes, customers may leave their wishes for us to write a note 

on top of the cake. Bento Cake KL used a variety of cake and frosting combinations, such as 

whipped cream and buttercreams, with various cake flavors. 

 

 Bento Cake KL strategy in marketing emphasize the best quality of the taste, look and price 

of our product. We offered the affordable price because we want to give a good experience to our 

beloved customer. They can enjoy our product without any hesitate. 

 

 The management of Bento Cake KL consist three top management. General manager, 

financial manager and lastly operational manager. Me myself as general manager, Shanadia as 

financial manager and lastly, Sheralyana as an operational manager. Bento Cake Kl’s worker has 

extensive experience in finance, operational, business, sales and accounting. 
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2.0 Introduction of Business 

 

 
2.1 Name and Address 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bento Cake KL is a business name that has been decided based on our main product. Bento Cake 

Kl starts operating since 2021. Bento cake or lunchbox cakes take inspiration from Korean 

minimalist cake. Bento cake are typically cheaper and smaller around 4 inches across. They also 

come in a tiny “takeaway” box that might usually accommodate a burger. The concept also to give 

a different side where people can enjoy the cakes everywhere because they are easy to carry as the 

size is small and the weight is light. Our business is an online business pastry shop. Thus, we use 

runner to deliver the bento cake for the customers. Bento Cake KL is located in Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia, so the area that covered for the delivery is only in Kuala Lumpur area. Customers can 

contact us via Facebook page’ message box or contact us through Whatsapp to order, but they must 

order earlier for us, such as three day before, so that we have time to baked and custom the bento 

cake. 

 

 

Address: 1070, Jalan 2, Taman Frim Kepong, 52100 Kuala Lumpur 

Contact number: 0192109494 

Facebook page: Bento Cake KL


